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Abstract-Service oriented requirements engineering (SORE) is 
a main topic in service oriented development, which aims to 

capture stakeholders' service oriented requirements in a proper 

specification. In this paper, we proposed a novel process for 

service oriented requirements modeling. Methodologies in the 

process enable to establish a layered requirements model from 

the perspectives of Role, Goal, Process, and Service. Different 

from other existing requirements engineering processes, our 

work focuses on modeling requirements from early requirements 

elicitation phrase. And then, the process can be used in a 

network and distributed environment to capture stakeholders' 
need dynamically. In addition, layered requirements modeling 

process enables explicit requirements modeling from role, goal, 

process, and service facet Last but not least, OWL and OWL-S 

described requirements model contains a wealth of semantic, 
which enables the model crucial to both human and machine-to

machine communication. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The emergence of a large number of services on the Web 
pioneers a new era of service-oriented Architecture (SOA). 
In this era, services have grown beyond being information
sharing interfaces of legacy systems or existing systems, they 
are become core components of current software systems. 
Therefore, requirements engineering has evolved from 
traditional methods to service oriented requirements 
engineering (SORE). SORE is a main topic of SOA project 
development, though it involves many activities commonly 
in traditional requirements engineering (RE) activities 
including elicitation, specification, negotiation, validation, 
and static and dynamic analyses [1], it differs from 
traditional requirements engineering as it focuses identifying 
services and business processes, and modeling the 
requirements using these identified services and business 
processes specifications. 

Compared to traditional requirements modeling, service 
oriented requirements modeling in SOA face more severe 
challenges when it comes to requirements processes. On the 
one hand, requirements is much harder to gather because 
stakeholders factor. On the other hand, it is well known that 
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models in requirements engineering are no longer an assisted 
facility that accelerates the common understanding among 
stakeholders, it becomes the core element in SORE, which 
would drive the development of service-oriented systems [2], 
while, a specialized requirements process for the proper 
design of SOA requirements models is still missing. 

In this work, we focus on modeling service oriented 
requirements in a novel manner. This novel manner is a 
service oriented requirements modeling process named 
REMO (REquirements MOdeling). Different from classic 
requirements engineering methodologies and their 
extensions, our modeling process concerns on modeling 
requirements begin with the requirements elicitation phrase, 
go through role modeling phrase, goal modeling phrase, 
process modeling phrase and ends up with service modeling 
phrase. Requirements models followed by this modeling 
process is more agile, helps to drive service oriented 
software simulation, implementation and evolution. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: 
Section II gives a brief introduction on a unified 
requirements meta-modeling framework, which is the 
foundation of our proposed process. Section III provides an 
insight of a scenario, which is the running example in our 
research. An overview of the process is presented in Section 
IV, and then the details of the process are described in 
Section V and Section VI. Section V introduces how to elicit 
natural language described requirements form stakeholders 
online and Section VI focuses on requirements modeling 
from Role and Goal layers to Process and Service layers. 
Section VII discusses the related work and Section VIII 
concludes the paper including the lesson learned and future 
works. 

II. INTRODUCTION OF RGPS 

RGPS, a unified requirements meta-modeling framework 
has been proposed in [3] will be briefly introduced in this 
section. It serves as a basis for service oriented requirements 
models. Meta-models in RGPS depict the requirements 
models in a four-layered structure. 
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Figure I. The Relationship of the RGPS Four Layers [3] 

• Role layer mainly contains actors (stakeholders 
including both human actor and software agent) 
who involved in the requirements engineering 
process, and information about what roles they play 
respectively. A Role could be played by one or more 
actors, and every actor could play more than a single 
role. 

• Goal layer depicts strategic goals of the service 
oriented requirements. Strategic goals stand for the 
expectation of the service oriented software system 
of their owners. A strategic goal could be a 
functional goal or a non-functional goal. 
Functional goal could be decomposed into 
operational goals. 

• Process layer is a multiple model, where processes 
composed to other composite processes by their 
Input, Output, Precondition and Effect following 
some control structures and specific rules. These 
control structures could be Sequence, Loop, Choice, 
Split/Join, or Any Orders. 

• Service layer represents the service composition 
after services have been selected from service 
repository. The Service layer could be translated into 
executable scripts which can be executed in an 
engine. 

There is an overall cooperative relationship among the 
four layers (Fig. 1). In the relationship both roles and actors 
have strategic goals, while the goals of the former are role 
goals and the later are personal goals. Furthermore, 
operational goals decomposed by strategic goals are the 
atomic goals have corresponding processes in the process 
layer. By composite processes and atomic processes in the 
process layer, services should be realized. 

III. RUNNING EXAMPLE 

In this section, we fabricate a scenario about developing 
service oriented software, an online book store, and our 
research on service oriented requirements modeling is based 
on this scenario. 

John wants to buy a book about SOA from a book store. 
He could first search the book using some keywords, and 
then the online book store would display all of the relevant 
results on the screen. John selects a candidate book and 
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click in, if he satisfy the detail of the book, he would put the 
book in his order cart. When John has selected his books and 
want to pay for them, he should login the online book store 
before, and provide his credit card info and address. Now, a 
administrator of the online book store, maybe we can call 
him book seller, should be notified by the online book store 
to login and confirm the order, then the order could be 
fulfilled What's more, the online book store offers a variety 
of ways to help its customers to search the book, such as by 
catalogues, by keywords and by author, etc. It also could 
notice the book seller by email if he is online, or by sending 
message to his mobile phone. 

IV. OVERVIEW OF THE REMO 

Fig. 2 gives a bird's eye view of the REMO, a 
requirements modeling process we propose in this paper. 
When RGPS defined a type of service oriented requirements 
model, while REMO is a RGPS based requirements 
modeling process for SOA. Far from other requirements 
engineering processes, the design of the process could be 
divided into four steps, the output of the first step should be 
the input of its succeeding one. 

The first step of REMO starts from a natural language 
described requirements, which should be parsed into its 
constructed counterparts in requirements model by using a 
series of patterns. Patterns help to natural language 
conversion as well as indentifY actors, roles and their 
corresponding goals to form an initial role layer and goal 
layer mode from scratch. In this sub process requirements of 
end-users' should be gathered online and parsed 
automatically. 

I�I Role model I� I Process lIode I I ...... I Service model I I II II I 'a 
I.anguage I Rel,,,il'e • • I s I Goal model 

Figure 2. Overview of REMO 

In the second step, the initial model should be refined 
rich after iterative collaboration with end-users. Domain 
experts or a relevant domain model should take part in this 
step to induce much more requirements. The role layer 
model could enable goal layer modeling much more 
completeness and consistence. 



Over to the next step, business processes are modeled in 
an abstract level from strategic goals and then refined into 
atomic ones at last. 

And in the last step, process model would be grounded 
with real services which could drive the service oriented 
software generation. 

V. PATTERN BASED REQUIREMENTS ELICITATION 

Requirements elicitation is the critical first step both in 
traditional and service oriented requirements engineering. In 
this section, requirements of system-to-be are captured from 
stakeholders and transformed into suitable formats which 
would be necessary elements in next phases. It is generally 
recognized that using a suitable elicitation method can help 
in resolving various syndromes in requirements elicitation 
process. Traditionally, interviewing and questionnaires seem 
as the simple direct technique but one of the effective means, 
requirements engineers at this scene just prejudice the 
interviewees' response to the questions. If necessary, all key 
stakeholders could be gathered together to have a 
brainstorming for a short but intensely focused meeting, 
which is a requirements workshop. Though in the case of 
service oriented requirements engineering some of the 
common techniques could be also used as the same, novel 
approaches and tools are expected in the context of network 
environments, in which stakeholders of service oriented 
systems are uncertain and their locations are globally 
distributed. In our requirements modeling process, a pattern 
based requirements elicitation method is proposed to elicit 
these uncertain stakeholders' requirements online. 

Several specific patterns are introduced in this method, 
which aims to process natural language into an initial RGPS 
based requirements model (would be detailed introduced in 
next sections). Natural language seems to be one of the most 
proper requirements description languages that almost 
stakeholders could use it fluently without any training, while 
it is not a computer-processable language at the same time. 
As patterns are abstraction from concrete forms which keep 
recurring in specific non-arbitrary contexts and they have 
been proved beneficial for programming, pattern using can 
accelerate the processing of literal language. Therefore, in 
the process of service oriented requirements modeling of 
ours, we chose a series of patterns. There are about sixteen 
patterns defined which could be divided into six distinct 
groups: behavior patterns, condition patterns, event patterns, 
response patterns, constraint patterns and status patterns. 
Requirements described in natural language and followed by 
these patterns could be decomposed easily. For example, a 
nature language requirement "John borrowed a book form 
the library" which is a basic functional requirements pattern 
in the behavior pattern group could be parsed as actor "John" 
has a strategic goal "borrow a book" which take place in a 
place "the library". For the detail of these patterns, please 
refer to [4]. In addition, related website designed in [5] has 
been deployed on the Internet to elicit stakeholders' 
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requirements, and these elicited requirements were parsed to 
structured counterparts. Furthermore, we would like to 
employ Web 2.0 applications such as Wiki in service 
oriented requirements elicitation. 

VI. SERVICE ORIENTED REQUIREMENTS MODELING 

In SOA, services as fundamental elements should be 
discovered and composed to much more complex services 
followed by specific business processes appropriately to 
meet certain functionalities of the application. Therefore, the 
business process is a meet-in-the-middle artifact which 
bridging the gap between service oriented requirements and 
service functions. In this section we would make our efforts 
toward business process modeling after role and goal 
modeling first, and then the model will drive the service 
layer model generation. 

A .  Role & Goal Modeling 

Requirements modeling on the role and goal layer 
occupy an initial position in the whole process of service 
oriented requirements modeling. It describes the 
relationships among organizations, roles and actors, and the 
assigned requirement goals of them. The modeling of roles 
and goals in requirements is inspired in Tropos, which is a 
classic goal-driven, agent-oriented software development 
methodology that aims to cover all the phases of the 
development process starting from early requirements [6]. 
Tropos aims to facilitate in modeling the strategic aspects of 
the software system, it is better to identify the roles involved 
in first. 

After pattern based requirements elicitation of our 
running example, role and goal layers in the requirements 
model has been modeled from scratch (Fig. 3). In this initial 
model, "John" is identified as a human actor. He has a 
personal goal "buy a book". Both "online book store" and 
"book seller" are identified as Roles directly, an "online 
book store" has a role goal "sell books", so does a "book 
seller" has a role goal to "confirm order" of "John". While 
"John" is one of customers of the "online book store", it is 
necessary to abstract this person to a universal role 
"customer" by domain experts or a common knowledge 
domain [7]. What's more, a domain experts or a common 
knowledge domain could help to the completeness and 
consistency in other layers of requirements model. When 
identifying a stakeholder in the process of requirements 
elicitation, requirements that the stakeholders does not give 
can be induced from the roles he/she plays based on a 
common knowledge. 

Web Ontology Language (OWL) [8] is introduced to 
describe role layer and goal layer model, because both of 
them are good understanding of which languages are used 
within requirements modeling are crucial to both human and 
machine-to-machine communication. Furthermore, it also 
enables semantic reasoning of requirements, while this is 
beyond the scope of our research in this paper. 
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Figure 3. Role model of the running example 

B. Goal Refining 

Refinements take place after role and goal modeling. In 
this phase, goal layer model should be refined into a 
multiple-level one, which ranges from strategic-level to 
activity-level. Goals no mater role goal or personal goal at 
strategic-level are named strategic goals and goals at 
activity-level are operational goals. Goal refining serves as a 
means of linking strategic goals to operational ones. 
Strategic goal is an overall goal of an actor or a role. The 
definition of the business processes in the next section 
needed to achieve these goals by invoking corresponding 
services. Strategic goal forms part of a software system's 
functional requirements or non-functional requirements. In 
the goal model, we named these functional requirements and 
non-functional requirements as functional goals and non
functional goals. Functional goals describe the functional 
requirements of the system-to-be, while non-functional goals 
describe the constraints of the system-to-be. Strategic goals 
including both functional goals and non-functional goals 
should be analyzed to refine. The process of strategic goal 
refinements is to decompose abstract goal at high-level into 
much more concrete sub goals at lower-level using AND/OR 
decompositions until the resultant sub goals could be 
delegated to specific services. 

Fig. 4 depicts three goal decomposition trees of the 
running example, where goals at the root of the trees are 
strategic goals and the goals as leafs of trees are operational 
goals. Let's take "John's" strategic goal "Buy a book" as an 
example. The goal could be decomposed as four "and" sub 
goals "Search", "Order", "Login" and "Play". whereas, the 
sub goal "Search" could be further refined as "Search by 
keywords", "Search by catalogue" or "Search by author", the 
another sub goal could also be decomposed as "Provide 
credit card info" and "Provide address". When goals which 
are leafs of the decomposition tree can't be decomposed or 
refined any more, they must be operational goals at the 
activity-level, and could be used in process modeling. 
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C. Process Modeling 

Process model captures business information in 
requirements, leading to a formalized and unambiguous 
specification, and it can be used in succeeding engineering 
phases. Modeling a business process is to aligning business 
information in the requirements with IT infrastructure such 
as services in order to research the goals specified in the goal 
model. Towards process modeling, industry and academic 
circle have developed process modeling languages such as 
UML [9], BPEL [10] and recent OWL-S [11]. Because the 
alignment is proposed automatically due to the background 
of our research, consequently, we choose OWL-S as the 
modeling language in our work. OWL-S is a Web service 
ontology for Web service that provides much richer semantic 
than other business process modeling languages in the 
automation of service discovery, execution, composition and 
interoperation. Furthermore, OWL-S contains its own classes 
to describe its process model. 
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Figure 4. Strategic goals decomposition 



Processes provide means of synchronization with other 
processes at various level of granularity for the purpose of 
planning and reasoning [12]. In RGPS, every process must 
have the four basic attributes to take part in the planning and 
reasoning, which are Precondition, Effect, Input and Output. 
Precondition and Effect are logical statements, only by 
fulfilling the preconditions of a process, can it be composite, 
and it must take effects. For other two attributes, when a 
process composite, a message was expected as an input and 
may return a message in response as an output. In addition, 
we have defined two kinds of processes, atomic process 
composite process. Atomic process is a minimized process 
which has no sub process, it is achieved by tasks. Composite 
process is realized by both atomic processes and other 
composite processes in a predefined sequence. Five control 
structures have used to predefine this sequence, which are 
Sequence, Loop, Choice, Split-Join and Any Order. 

For process of business process modeling, initial business 
process should be modeled from strategic goals in goal layer 
model, each strategic goals act as a sub process. This process 
layer model depicts the abstract business process in 

The onl inc 
book SLO'·C 

requirements. If the strategic goals could be decomposed 
more than one operational goal, the sub process is a 
composite process which includes further sub processes in it. 
Otherwise it is an atomic process that the only operational 
goal plays as a task of it. 

Towards process modeling of the running example, an 
abstract business process could be modeled. It includes three 
sub processes, "buy a book", "sell books" and "confirm 
order" in sequence. Abstract book information message flow 
fluent form the first sub process to the last one. In the sub 
process "buy a book", it is a composite process because its 
corresponding strategic goal could be refined or decomposed 
in to other four sub goals. So the composite process "buy a 
book" could be divided into another four sub goals, 
including two composite processes "search books", "pay 
order" and two atomic processes "order book" and "login". 
Fig. 5 illustrates control flow of the business process in the 
running example after process modeling, for the sake of 
representation to our readers, notations form UML have been 
employed here. 

If 
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Figure 5. Control flow of the business process in the running example 

D. Service Modeling 

Service model is the basic layer in our service oriented 
requirements, it directs services and other resources linked as 
a chain, which provides a resultful service based solution to 
stakeholders' requirements. Similar to process modeling, 
OWL-S is used to service modeling because service in the 
model is just the realization of its corresponding process in 
process model. However, different from process, a service in 
service model is a process grounded with real services so that 
it can be invoked and executed on network. 

VII. RELATED WORK 

There already exist some research initiatives that focus 
on service oriented requirements models and process of 
requirements modeling. Prevalent ones are almost based on 
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goal-oriented requirements engineering methodologies 
Tropos [13] or 1*[14], such as [15], [16] and [17] 

[15] proposed a methodology based on an extension of 
Tropos for modeling business requirements, starting from 
strategic goals and constraints that are further refined and 
operationalized into business processes to achieve these 
goals and to satisfy the constraints. 

[16] illustrated an initial approach for supporting the 
lifecycle of business process models with the complementary 
use of i* and BPMN, a newly developed notation for 
modeling business processes. 

[17] outlined a methodology for the design and 
verification of Web services as processes generated from 
Tropos described business requirements models. 



Different from our method, above literatures mainly 
focused modeling business process from service oriented 
requirements analysis phrase but not the whole requirements 
engineering process including requirements elicitation. In 
addition, most of them lost the sight of actors who was 
involved. As our requirements process proposed in this 
paper, these actors could take the responsibility for partial 
behaviors in relevant business processes and make the goals 
in the requirements much more relational to each other. In 
related works business process is executable while in our 
requirements model, process layer model is just business 
logic which is the meet-in-the-middle negotiation between 
stakeholders' requirements and the service oriented system
to-be. Service layer model, which realized by process layer 
model could be transformed into executable one. 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper describes a novel requirements modeling 
process named REMO for SOA from natural language 
described requirements elicitation to RGPS based 
requirements model. Furthermore, various methodologies 
have been proposed to emich the REMO, including using 
patterns to parser natural language described requirements to 
structured ones, identifying goals of stakeholders by role 
modeling, refining strategic goals into operational 
substitutes, modeling process by operational goals and 
generating service model through grounding real services to 
process. Different from relate works above, our work focuses 
modeling requirements from early requirements elicitation 
phrase. And then, the process can be used in a network 
environment to capture stakeholders' need dynamically. In 
addition, OWL and OWL-S described requirements model 
contains a wealth of semantic, which enables the model easy 
to process by computers. 

However, deficits are also existed in our framework, such 
as we used OWL-S as description language of process model 
and service model, while OWL-S is not designed for 
execute. The current approach is to transform the OWL-S to 
BEPL [18]. In the short term, we will investigate into 
improving these deficits. And in the long term, we would 
pay much attestation to service oriented requirements 
evolution so that the requirements model could be modified 
agilely according to the original requirements changes. 
Furthermore, verification and validation of requirements 
model is another future works in our research. 
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